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CDB’s Staff and Office
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 the Structure of Chinese civil society 
began to undergo significant changes since 2008
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    Ⅰ. CDB’s 2 special reports about China  NGO Advocacy

• CDB’s Diversification of Public Advocacy Report was 
researched and written in 2013 to see how much has 
changed since CDB’s 2006 NGO Advocacy Report.
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Findings from the 2006 Report
• Many NGOs saw themselves as assisting or collaborating, 

rather than criticizing, government and business.
• Few NGOs expressed any concerns about the business or 

private sector.
• “Raising awareness” was identified as an important 

advocacy goal twice as much as “improving government 
policy.”

• Few NGOs had a communications strategy.
• In short, the space for public advocacy in 2006 was very 

restricted. The best-known cases occurred in the 
environmental sector, e.g. the Nujiang dam case of 2004.
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Findings from the 2013 Report
• More NGOs are adopting a rights-based perspective 

when carrying out public advocacy.
• NGOs are not just collaborating with the business 

sector, but also adopting a supervisory, advocacy-
based approach towards businesses.

• More advocacy NGOs and networks, emphasizing 
public participation and policy change, have emerged.

• The actors participating in advocacy are becoming 
more diverse – NGOs, foundations, entrepreneurs, 
celebrities, media and individual citizens.

• Advocacy methods have diversified – networks, social 
media, impact litigation, performance art, petitions, 
social movements.
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The Infrastructure Facilitating Advocacy

• Changes in the Legal System
– Administrative Procedure Law , Civil Procedure Law, 

Environmental Protection Law, Disclosure of Govt 
Information Regulations, Environmental Information 
Disclosure measures,

• A More Mature, Networked Civil Society
– China Environmental Advocacy Network, Green Choice 

Alliance, Anti-Domestic Violence Network, Media Monitor 
for Women Network, GCAP China, as well as networks 
involved with climate change, HIV/AIDS, disabilities, and 
anti-discrimination.

• Growing Awareness of Citizen Rights and Responsibilities 
• The Growth of Social Media and Involvement of Mainstream 

Media
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     Ⅱ.Advocacy approaches of China NGO

• Legal advocacy 

     *  Impact litigation

     *  Government information disclosure

     *  International law/convention 、 CSR……

• Policy research advocacy

• Social movement advocacy 

     *  Not in My Backyard

     *  Performance Art
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A. Impact litigation

Although China is a civil law ( 成文法 ) nation, through the pr
essure of public opinion, successful impact litigation can 
facilitate the improvement of unjust laws, shine a light on 
the shortcomings of laws and their implementation, and cult
ivate awareness of and faith in the legal system necessary 
for a society governed by law ( 法治社会 ).

Legal advocacy 

the Sun Zhigang case the Cao Ju case
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B. Government information disclosure

    On May 1, 2008, Regulations on the Disclosure of Gov
ernment Information and Trial Measures for the 

Disclosure of Environmental Information ( 环境信息公开
办法（试行） ) came into effect, after which a growi
ng number of citizens and NGOs advocated for more a
ccess to information. 

Zhao Sile applied for government 
information disclosure
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C. International law/convention 、 CSR

Some women groups is collecting material for a shadow r
eport for the Convention to Eliminate All Discrimination Ag
ainst Women (CEDAW),
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Greenpeace activists acting as dead Sumatran tigers 
stage a protest at the entrance of French retail giant 
Auchan Supermarket in Beijing, China, 6 July 2010.
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Policy research advocacyPolicy research advocacy

    Usually this is ‘expert’ advocacy by specialists in a particular fi
eld  who will assemble evidence and offer recommendations t
o influence policy decisions; NGOs will often use or commissio
n research findings to advance their own case on social and d
evelopment issues.
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Typical working and advocacy approach 
                          of China women’s groups
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Necessary Characteristics the Advocacy Mode:

1 、 Threshold Conditions
-To be able to enter grassroots communities in order to establish ties 
with and serve communities of women. 
-To be able to influence decision-makers in government. 
-To possess professional skills and theoretical knowledge, and the abil
ity to communicate with policy-makers.
2 、 Obtaining the Support of Relevant Parties for Advocacy
NGO need to get support from different departments such as public se
curity, the courts, hospitals and sub-district offices. so NGO have to pr
ovide them with frequent trainings, which in turn requires a continuous 
and substantial inflow of money and manpower.
3 、 Engaging in legally-sanctioned issues
Do not touch on sensitive topics such as the sex industry, drugs, or AI
DS
4 、 Uncertainties
the continuation of pilot results and policies are affected by leadership 
changes and preferences
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Social movement advocacy

  Social movements involving multiple actors, such as 
the public and NGOs, are a strategic means of respo
nding to social issues and pushing for reforms. The
y require systematic concepts and an ideological ba
se to persuade the participants and sustain their a
ctions. Due to the above constraints, there is stil
l a gap between the current performance of NGOs and 
what social movements require of NGOs. But China NG
Os still use some alternative approaches such as pe
rformance art to carry out social movement.
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New Social Movements – environmental protest in 
Qidong, Jiangsu (July 2012)
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       Performance art

•  Li Yang Domestic Violence Case
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Shenzhen Hand-in-Hand’s Walk for the Rights of 
Women Workers (2011)
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非暴力比暴力更有威力
Nonviolence is more powerful than violence

鸭梨（ pear ） = 压力（ pressure ）
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Lei Chuang （雷闯）
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国家信访局 
(Central Petition Office) ：

不要再寄信了
(Do not send us anymore lett

ers)
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吃饭不是目的，
过程已是胜利。

Having dinner is not the goal,
Victory is in the process. 
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Wang Man ： Carrying Out Public Advocacy Through Performance Art

A Comparison of Advocacy Methods
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           Civil society activities take place in a political space that r
emains constrained. Grassroots NGOs and other citizen a
dvocates need to be careful and strategic about carrying 
out their work.

• The importance of being strategic 
– certain issue areas are better than others – occupy the men’s ro

om, shark fin soup, equal access to education and employment
– certain targets are better than others, e.g. Multinational Corpor

ate vs. State-owned Enterprises, local vs. national
– don’t draw too much attention, don’t involve too many people, 

are done in a playful or everyday rather than confrontational m
anner, e.g. performance art, “strolls” in the park or on the Great 
Wall, having “dinners”…… 

– using social media
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Thank you!  谢谢！
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